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Introduction
Who are consumers, and why do consumer problems occur?
Every individual is a consumer and remains so since birth till death.

Unfortunately, people's activities as consumers do not always go well.
First, consumers are real humans (natural persons). They are susceptible
to hazards such as poison and heat. Once their lives or bodies are
damaged seriously, it is irreversible. In addition, their decision-making
ability to choose goods and services can be affected by their health and
feelings at the time.
Second, consumers are unable to obtain by themselves all the quality and
price information needed when choosing goods and services. They have
smaller amounts of information than companies producing and selling
goods or services.
Third, consumers' negotiating power is generally weaker than that of
companies. Consumers may be driven to unexpected consumption
behavior by sophisticated sales talks and aggressive solicitation.

[Consumer rights]
With various problems facing consumers in mind, the government should
aim to protect consumer safety; ensure consumers opportunities to make
independent and reasonable choices of goods and services; give them
access to necessary information and education; and ensure that
consumers are given remedies appropriately and quickly should any
damage be caused. And these must be achieved on the precondition that
basic demand is met in consumer life and that a sound living environment
is secured to consumers. These policies must reflect consumers' opinions.
Considering these as “consumer rights,” the government is making
extensive efforts, with various regulations and rules in place to protect
these “consumer rights.”
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Part 1 Today's consumer problems
Chapter 1 Consumer-related socioeconomic trends and consumers'
behavior/attitude
Section 1 Consumer-related socioeconomic trends (1)

Consumer activities account for a large part of
socioeconomic activities
Consumer spending totaled 279 trillion yen in FY 2011, accounting for
approximately 60% of the Japanese economy. Consumer activities
have a large impact on Japan's economy and society at large.
Therefore, to achieve sustainable economic development, it is
essential to create a market where consumers can engage in
consumption with peace of mind.
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Section 1 Consumer-related socioeconomic trends (2)

Aging Japanese society: Increasing population aging rate
As people grow older, their risk of being involved in consumer troubles
is believed to increase due to weakened physical abilities and
decision-making ability. The population aging rate increased to 23.0%
in 2010 from 5.7% in 1960 and is expected to reach as high as 39.9%
in 2060, suggesting the steady aging of the Japanese society.
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Section 1 Consumer-related socioeconomic trends (3)

Highly informatized society: Increasing use of the Internet
The number of Internet users in Japan was 96.1 million in 2011,
accounting for approximately 80% of the total population. Internet
shopping benefits consumers in many ways, including giving them
access to stores anytime they like, allowing them to compare
product/service prices while staying home, and requiring no travel
time and costs.
The size of the e-commerce market more than doubled in five years,
from 3.5 trillion yen 2005 to 7.8 trillion yen in 2010. The purchase of
goods and services via the Internet has been soaring.
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Chapter 1 Consumer-related socioeconomic trends and consumers'
behavior and attitude
Section 2 Consumers' behavior and attitude (1)

Generally satisfied with current life,
but anxious about future health and income
In the Public Opinion Survey on the Life of the People conducted by the Cabinet
Office in 2011, 65.6% of the respondents said they were satisfied with their lives in
general. By contrast, those who were satisfied with their “earnings/income”
remained less than half the respondents. The percentage of those satisfied was
smaller among those in their forties and fifties than in other age groups.
Meanwhile, about 60% indicated anxiety about their future life in relation to their
“own and spouse's health and sickness” and “income for living.”
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Chapter 1 Consumer-related socioeconomic trends and consumers'
behavior and attitude
Section 2 Consumers' behavior and attitude (1)

Generally satisfied with current life,
but anxious about future health and income
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Section 2 Consumers' behavior and attitude (2)
Consumers generally approve of
companies' interactions with them
Surveys regarding how consumers view companies' interactions with
them show that more than 70% of consumers think that they “provide
safe goods and services.” More than 60% also positively view
companies' “provision of information for consumers (e.g. sufficient
explanation of goods/services)” and “extensive after-sales service,
including repair,” indicating that consumers generally approve of the
way companies interact with them. However, the fact that no more
than half the consumers are satisfied with “establishment of a
structure for legal compliance” urges companies to make further
efforts.
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Section 2 Consumers' behavior and attitude (3)
Nearly 80% of consumers closely examine labels and
directions when choosing products
Regarding what consumers always try to make a point of doing, nearly
80% said they try to “closely examine labels and directions to
understand the nature of goods/services before making a choice.”
Surveys also show that no less than half the consumers try to “take
appropriate action (e.g. checking up on troubleshooting procedures)
for risk avoidance,” “proactively notify companies of any problem with
goods/services,” “develop a forward-looking life plan,” and
“understand personal information management and intellectual
property rights protection and take appropriate action.” By contrast,
15.3% are “eager to participate in the activities of consumer
organizations or citizens' groups.”
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Chapter 2 Trends in consumer accidents and troubles
Section 1 Overview of consumer accidents and troubles
The Consumer Affairs Agency has received just over 43,000
consumer accident reports but sees a decline in the number of
consultations offered at nationwide Consumer Affairs Centers
From the inauguration to the end of FY 2011, the Consumer Affairs Agency
received 43,152 consumer accident reports from related administrative bodies and
local governments under the Consumer Safety Act. Among them, 6,410 cases
(14.9%) affected the life or health of individuals, and 36,742 cases (85.1%)
personal property. Among life or health-related accidents, 2,369 were classified as
serious.
Consumer affairs consultations offered at Consumer Affairs Centers and similar
institutions across Japan peaked in FY 2004 at 1.92 million cases. The number has
declined since then, standing at a little less than 0.9 million cases in FY 2011.
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Chapter 2 Trends in consumer accidents and troubles
Section 1 Overview of consumer accidents and troubles
The Consumer Affairs Agency has received just over 43,000
consumer accident reports but sees a decline in the number of
consultations offered at nationwide Consumer Affairs Centers
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Chapter 2 Trends in consumer accidents and troubles
Section 2 Consumer accidents related to life and health
6,000 consumer accidents affected life or health,
of which just over 2,000 were serious
From the inauguration to the end of FY 2011, the Consumer Affairs Agency
received 2,369 reports of serious accidents, and the number increased
significantly in FY 2011. Many of the reports were about fire accidents mainly
involving home appliances (e.g. microwave ovens or electric heaters catching
fire) and vehicles (e.g. automobiles).
The number of reports of fire accidents has increased significantly since the
second half of FY 2010 because the Fire and Disaster Management Agency has
become more active in reporting fire accidents whose cause is still unidentified.
The Agency received five reports on mass food poisoning (involving death and
serious illness) by enterohemorrhagic E. coli in raw-beef dishes, called yukke,
served at yakiniku barbeque restaurants; and 64 reports of serious accidents in
which users of soap containing wheat-derived substances suffered fooddependent exercise-induced allergy symptoms, such as breathing difficulties and
rashes, after eating wheat-containing food.
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Chapter 2 Trends in consumer accidents and troubles
Section 3 Property-related troubles (1)
Transport/communications services and financial/insurance services
frequently the focus of consumer affairs consultations
Trends in consumer affairs consultations registered with the PIO-NET database
show that in FY 2011, consultations on goods accounted for 32.4% and those on
services 65.1%.
Major focuses in consultations on services were “Transport and communications
services” (24.5%) and “Financial and insurance services” (15.4%), while the
common topic in goods-related consultations was “Educational and leisure goods”
(7.9%).
The breakdown of “Transport and communications services” shows that dominant
elements were “Digital content” (adult information websites, etc.).“Financial and
insurance services” mainly consisted of “Financing services” (untied loans,
consumer financing), “Fund-type investment products,” and “Savings, securities,
etc.” (stock, corporate bonds, etc.). “Educational and leisure goods” mainly
involved “Newspapers” and “Mobile telephones.”
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Section 3 Property-related troubles (2)

Internet-related troubles increasing
As society becomes more information-based, troubles associated with the Internet
are increasing. Specifically, those related to
“E-commerce,” “Online gaming,” and “Social network service (SNS)” are on the
rise.
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Section 3 Property-related troubles (3)
Troubles resulting from door-to-door sales or telemarketing of
investment opportunities more common among senior citizens
As opposed to the general decline in the total number of consumer affairs
consultations since FY 2005, the number of consultations for senior citizens has
been increasing year after year. Troubles associated with “Financial and
insurance services” are commoner among the elderly than in other generations.
An increasing number of calls for consultation from senior citizens are about
“Investment opportunities” using sophisticated methods, especially “Fund-type
investment products,” “Untied loans and consumer financing,” and
“Public/corporate bonds.”
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Section 3 Property-related troubles (4)
Young people often face trouble with adult information
websites
Nearly half the consultations provided for young people are about “Transport and
communications services.” Specifically, “Adult information websites” is dominant,
followed by “Apartments for rent” and “Dating websites.”
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Section 3 Property-related troubles (5)
Soaring troubles associated with fraudulent money-making
schemes (investment opportunities)
The number of troubles associated with fraudulent money-making
schemes (investment opportunities) has soared. In these cases,
consumers are typically solicited to invest in financial products such as
unlisted stocks and fund-type investment products, with such promises
as “The price will rise for sure,” and “You will earn money without fail.”
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Section 3 Property-related troubles (6)
Increase in troubles associated with investment opportunities
involving rights of uncertain nature
One emerging and increasing scheme is soliciting to buy rights of uncertain
nature rather than products as investment opportunities. Some cases are so
sophisticated and malicious as to be called “theatrical” scams: a consumer first
receives a brochure and explanation by a company and then receives a phone
call from another company, saying, “I want you to buy the rights on behalf of me,
and I will buy them from you later at higher prices.”
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Section 3 Property-related troubles (7)
About 40% of victims did not seek advice
A little less than 20% of consumers said they have become victims of frauds
with products purchased in the past. The largest percent of victims (45.6%)
assume that their losses were less than 100,000 yen. As much as
approximately 40% of victims did not seek advice from anybody. More than half
of these people said they did not seek advice because they thought it would be
no use doing so.
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Section 3 Property-related troubles (7)
About 40% of victims did not seek advice
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Chapter 2 Trends in consumer accidents and troubles
Section 4 Consumer affairs consultations
related to the Great East Japan Earthquake (1)
More than 33,000 consumer affairs consultations provided in a
year in relation to the Great East Japan Earthquake
The number of consumer affairs consultations related to the Great
East Japan Earthquake provided in the year following the disaster was
33,589. The issues of consultation varied widely—some were common
throughout the year or across regions, while others were specific to a
certain time of year or a certain region.
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Section 4 Consumer affairs consultations
related to the Great East Japan Earthquake (2)
Consumers sensitive about radiation issues
Among the consultations related to the Great East Japan Earthquake provided in
the year following the disaster , 7,197(about 20%) were regarding radiation issues.
Detailed data shows that consumers sensitively reacted every time a new radiation
problem was identified. Many of those who sought consultation about radiation
issues were homemakers, presumably reflecting keen interest among parents
raising children.
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Part 2 Implementation of consumer policy
Chapter 1 Basic framework for Japan's consumer policy

Section 1 Basic framework for consumer
administration
In 2009, the Consumer Affairs Agency and the Consumer Commission were
established, and the government decided that a Minister of State for Consumer
Affairs be always in place. Under this new framework, information on consumer
accidents is centrally gathered by the Consumer Affairs Agency, which shares
information and collaborates with related organizations to take measures
needed for preventing the recurrence and spread of damage to consumers, as
well as strictly enforces laws. The Agency should continuously review the
system and structure of consumer administration in response to the needs of the
time in order to enhance the overall capacity of consumer administration.
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Chapter 1 Basic framework of Japan's consumer policy
Section 2 Collaboration with consumer organizations
Consumer organizations help consumers
Consumer organizations are expected to play a significant role for consumers by
providing them with necessary information, waging awareness and educational
campaigns, or engaging in efforts for the prevention and remedy of consumers'
damages.
Statements and actions that consumer organizations made or took in response
to various consumer problems in the past have made notable contribution to the
formation of today's consumer policy in Japan.
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Chapter 1 Basic framework of Japan's consumer policy
Section 3 Civil rules, remedies for victims, etc.
There is a discrepancy in quantity of information and in negotiating power
between consumers and companies. On the precondition of this discrepancy,
the Consumer Contract Act sets rules to protect the interests of consumers.
The Consumer Organization Action System was introduced as a nonadministrative framework to prevent the occurrence and spread of damage to
consumers.
Since legal proceedings take time and money, the procedure known as
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) may be used as a means to quickly and
simply resolve disputes.
The Consumer Affairs Agency is developing a new litigation system that can
better help consumers recover losses.
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Chapter 1 Basic framework of Japan's consumer policy
Section 3 Civil rules, remedies for victims, etc.
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Chapter 2 Consumer policy trends in different sectors
Section 1 Ensuring consumer safety and security (1)
Product safety
(Announcement of serious and other accidents reported under the Consumer
Safety Act)
The Consumer Affairs Agency periodically (weekly) announces an overview of serious
accidents reported from the heads of related administrative bodies under the Consumer
Safety Act and serious product accidents reported from manufactures and importers under
the Consumer Product Safety Act.

(Accident Information Databank as a database of life and health-related incidents)
Life and health-related incident information is submitted by related institutions to a system
called the Accident Information Databank, which was launched in April 2010. The registered
data can be searched and viewed by the public. As of the end of FY 2011, 57,056 information
items are registered.

(Establishment of a special website serving as a centralized source of recall
information)
In April 2012, the Consumer Affairs Agency set up a special website that gives consumers
access to the centralized source of recall information stored across many different ministries
and agencies. It allows consumers to view newly registered data across different fields at a
glance and search recall data by product name.

(Cause investigation and other activities for serious accidents)
When an accident is classified as a serious product accident under the Consumer Product
Safety Act, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry directs the National Institute of
Technology and Evaluation (NITE) to conduct a technical investigation (cause investigation)
regarding the safety of the consumer product involved, if necessary. If the cause investigation
finds that the accident was caused by the product, another announcement is made as part of
periodical announcement of serious product accidents or on other occasions in order to alert
consumers and prevent the recurrence of similar accidents.
Serious accidents identified under the Consumer Safety Act are followed up to review
proceedings and responses after reporting, and findings are published periodically.

(Discussion on an accident investigation body and revision of the Consumer
Safety Act)
In order to determine the requirements for an independent investigation body for consumer
accidents, including legislation, the Consumer Affairs Agency formed a study group mainly
consisting of experts and held discussions on diverse issues, including the necessity of
accident investigation, relationship between accident investigation and criminal procedures,
and accident investigation from the victim's viewpoint. Based on the conclusion of the study
group, a draft revision of the Consumer Safety Act that provides for the establishment of the
Consumer Safety Investigation Committee (provisional name) as a consumer accident
investigation body was submitted to the 2012 ordinary session of the Diet.
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Section 1 Ensuring consumer safety and security (2)

Food safety
(Food Safety Basic Act and Basic Matters concerning food safety)
Ensuring food safety is crucial for protecting people's life and health and fundamental to
people's daily life. although the government implements policies to ensure food safety, it is
essential that food-related business operators take necessary measures appropriately at
each stage of the food supply processes and that consumers deepen their knowledge and
understanding of ensuring food safety.
In 2003, the Food Safety Basic Act was established, setting forth the philosophy that every
measure for ensuring food safety be taken based on the basic recognition that the protection
of the health of the citizens is a top priority. Under this law, the “Basic Matters” concerning the
implementation of measures for ensuring food safety are defined.

(Risk assessment by the Food Safety Commission)
The Food Safety Basic Act adopts the new idea of “risk analysis,” based on the perception
that nothing is absolute in food safety and therefore risks must be assumed and controlled.
Risk management bodies of the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare (MHLW) and the
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries oversee agricultural chemical residues in food,
food additives and so forth. The Cabinet Office established a new organization called the
Food Safety Commission of Japan, which neutrally and fairly performs risk assessment
associated with food safety based on scientific knowledge, independent of these risk
management bodies.

(Action in response to mass food poisoning caused by yukke)
In April 2011, a mass food poisoning case was caused by raw-beef dishes, called yukke,
served at yakiniku barbeque restaurants. Enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) was found in the
food, which caused death to a boy and others as well as serious sickness to many people.
Traditionally, Japan had no binding regulations with penal provisions with respect to meat for
raw consumption. Alerted by this case, MHLW set standards in October 2011 under the Food
Sanitation Act, in consideration of the results of the assessment of the health impact of food
conducted by the Food Safety Commission. The Consumer Affairs Agency has defined
labeling standards under the same law.
Recognizing that EHEC exists inside raw beef liver and that there is no effective measure to
make raw beef liver completely safe to eat, MHLW banned its sale and serving for raw
consumption in July 2012.
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Chapter 2 Consumer policy trends in different sectors
Section 2 Ensuring appropriate transactions
Enforcement of the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions
Consumers who want to buy goods usually visit stores to compare different
products and carefully examine prices as well as determine whether they
provide desired quality and performance. However, there are other cases in
which consumers receive soliciting calls from companies or suddenly get
visited at home by salespersons for solicitation. These are like “surprise calls”
for consumers and may disable them from making the right decision because of
the lack of time to examine the product calmly and carefully. This must be the
exact situation that malicious businesses want to create. In order to prevent
these unreasonable acts of solicitation by companies, the Act on Specified
Commercial Transactions sets forth rules to be followed by companies (conduct
control) and civil rules to protect consumers (e.g. cooling-off period) with
respect to trouble-prone types of transactions.

(Source) Consumer Affairs Agency
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Section 2 Ensuring appropriate transactions (2)
Addressing the problem of
door-to-door purchase of precious metals
From FY 2010 to FY 2011, there was a sudden spread of a business method
whereby business representatives abruptly visit homes, desiring to “buy”
accessories made of gold, platinum or other precious metals. The Consumer
Affairs Agency released a statement titled “Action in response to door-to-door
purchase of precious metals under the current system” in September 2011 to
urge businesses to take necessary measures. The Agency also provided
information for Consumer Affairs Centers across Japan and the National Police
Agency, which is responsible for the Secondhand Articles Dealer Act.
Furthermore, based on the report by the Study Group on Door-to-Door Purchase
of Precious Metals, which had met several times since July 2011, a bill to
partially revise the Act on Specified Commercial Transactions was developed to
provide for regulations on companies engaged in door-to-door purchase and
entitle sellers to cancel for a specific period of time. The bill was submitted to the
180th ordinary session of the Diet in 2012 (and enacted into law on August 10,
2012).
A bill to partially revise the Consumer Safety Act was also submitted to the same
Diet session to provide for the introduction of administrative measures against
companies that have caused serious damage to the property of consumers
outside the existing legal framework.
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Section 2 Ensuring appropriate transactions (3)

Addressing the problem of public utility rates
Public utility rates are the prices of services and goods deeply related to
people's daily lives, including electricity, gas, water supply, communications, and
public transport. Public institutions, such as the Diet, the national government
and local governments are directly involved with the process of setting these
rates because they are the one that authorizes price decisions and revisions.
Nearly 90% of consumers are interested in public utility rates, especially rates of
electricity, water and city gas.
The Consumer Affairs Agency formed a Study Group on Public Utility Rates in
February 2012 by bringing together intellectuals to extensively discuss the issue
in relation to information provision and disclosure to consumers and consumer
involvement.
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Section 2 Ensuring appropriate transactions (4)
Addressing the problem of multiple loans
As the finance market especially for consumers expands, the practice of lending
in excess of the borrower's repayment capacity has become common, worsening
the problem of multiple loans. In this context, the government revised the Money
Lending Business Act with the focus on so-called total volume control and a
lower maximum allowable interest rate, with the aim of fundamentally and
comprehensively addressing the problem. The revised law was legislated in
December 2006 and came into force entirely on June 18, 2010.
The number of consumer consultations on multiple loans peaked in FY 2008 and
began to decline after the implementation of the revised Money Lending
Business Act. However, multiple loans continue to be a serious problem for
individual borrowers of such loans. With new problems emerging associated with
them, such as the use of the line of shopping credit on a credit card for the
purpose of obtaining cash, measures to address borrowers of multiple loans
remain an important issue to the government.
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Chapter 2 Consumer policy trends in different sectors
Section 3 Ensuring appropriate labeling (1)
Enforcement of the Act against Unjustifiable Premiums and
Misleading Representations
Since consumers choose and purchase goods and services based on their
labels, untrue or false labeling hinders them from making an independent and
reasonable choice. Proper labeling is essential to commerce. The Act against
Unjustifiable Premiums and Misleading Representations prohibits any
representation that can mislead consumers to consider that the goods/services
are much more excellent or favorable than they actually are or than those of
competitors. Violations are subject to measures such as administrative
punishment (administrative order) that orders or directs the company to cease
the act in question and implement corrective measures.
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Section 3 Ensuring appropriate labeling (2)
Food labeling system and standardized food labels
Food labels are a key indicator used by consumers in choosing products. Today,
food labeling is regulated by the Food Sanitation Act, which is aimed at
preventing sanitary hazards arising from drinking and eating; the Act on
Standardization and Proper Labeling of Agricultural and Forest Products (JAS
Act), which is for helping consumers make the right choice by ensuring
appropriate indication of ingredients and the place of origin; and the Health
Promotion Act, which seeks to promote people's health by nutritional
improvement and otherwise.
Since there are overlaps in labeling requirements and differences in definitions
among these multiple governing laws, food labeling rules are complex and
difficult to understand. To make food labeling more useful and understandable for
consumers choosing products, the Consumer Affairs Agency formed a Study
Group on Food Labeling Standardization in September 2011 by bringing together
academic intellectuals and representatives of consumer organizations and trade
associations. Based on the report compiled by the Study Group, the Agency
aims to submit a bill specifying unified rules for food labeling to the Diet by the
end of FY 2012.
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Chapter 2 Consumer policy trends in different sectors
Section 4 Consumer education and awareness raising
Consumer Education Promotion Council and
future of consumer education
Consumer education is crucial for enabling consumers to avoid damage, act
independently, or contribute to the resolution of social problems as a key player
in the economy and society. It means providing consumers with an opportunity to
receive necessary information and education.
The government systematically and comprehensively promotes consumer
education by convening the Consumer Education Promotion Council, which
consist of academic intellectuals as well as representatives of related ministries,
consumer organizations, and the educational circle.
The Consumer Education Promotion Bill, developed at the instance of House
members, was enacted into law during the 180th ordinary Diet session in 2012
(on August 10, 2012).
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Chapter 2 Consumer policy trends in different sectors

Section 5 Meeting socioeconomic changes
(1) Meeting the development of advanced information and communications
society
As advanced information and communications society develops, Internet-based transactions
are growing, increasing convenience, but various consumer problems have occurred in
relation to them. The Consumer Affairs Agency formed a Study Group on Internet Consumer
Transactions in August 2010 to discuss efforts that companies and the government should
make from the viewpoint of consumers. Based on the report completed by the Study Group in
March 2011, various efforts have been launched.

(2) Addressing the development of internationalization
To appropriately address the development of internationalization, it is essential for the
government to secure international collaboration for implementing consumer policies. The
Consumer Affairs Agency and related ministries attend biannual meetings of the OECD's
Committee on Consumer Policy to participate in discussions on broad consumer issues
among member states. The government is also enhancing collaboration to deal with interregional, bilateral and multilateral consumer problems.
The spread of cross-border e-commerce has brought about a variety of consumer troubles
resulting from overseas shopping. Some consumers give up on inquiry or resolution because
negotiating with foreign companies involves language barriers and difference in business
practices and legislation. The Consumer Affairs Agency set up the Cross-Border Consumer
Center Japan (CCJ) in November 2011 as a consumer affairs center to provide necessary
assistance for such consumers.

(3) Environmental awareness
To reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the government has conducted awareness-raising
activities, including the “Challenge 25 Campaign,” a national movement for the prevention of
global warming that also helps promote eco-friendly consumption behavior and business
activities.
Recognizing the importance of reducing, reusing and recycling waste (efforts known as the
3Rs: Reduce, Re-use, Recycle), the government also provides citizens with opportunity to
rethink their lifestyles and encourages them to reduce waste generation.
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Chapter 2 Consumer policy trends in different sectors
Section 6 Efforts to help consumers after the Great East Japan
Earthquake
(Monitoring trends in prices and demand-supply balance of daily necessities)
In the aftermath of the Great East Japan Earthquake, some daily necessities, including
foodstuffs, came into short supply not only in the affected areas but even in the metropolitan
Tokyo area. To address the situation, the government held a conference of price policy
officers from related ministries on March 14 to share information on trends in prices and
demand-supply balance of daily necessities.

(Flexible enforcement of food labeling regulations after the Great East Japan
Earthquake)
Following the Great East Japan Earthquake, many food companies ramped up production of
foodstuffs to send to disaster areas. In the course of this, some ran short of packages and
labels for these products to make representations as required by the JAS Act and other laws.
The Consumer Affairs Agency decided to flexibly enforce food labeling regulations.
The Agency also alerted consumers about malicious business methods taking advantage of
the post-disaster situation. To support four disaster-hit prefectures that could not offer
consumer affairs consultations in the aftermath of the Great East Japan Earthquake, the
Consumer Affairs Agency and the National Consumer Affairs Center of Japan jointly
established a telephone consultation office called the “Disaster-Related Malicious Business
Methods 110” (hereinafter “Disaster 110”).
To help victims reconstruct their lives in disaster areas, the Agency dispatched specialists
(lawyers, judicial scriveners, qualified architects, etc.) to consultation offices located there.

(Providing easy-to-understand information on food and radiation for consumers)
The Consumer Affairs Agency has focused on risk communication as well as provided easyto-understand information on food and radiation for consumers, such as “Food and Radiation
Q&A,” which gives answers to key questions about food and radiation.

(Establishing a consumer-side radiation inspection system and providing
associated information)
To ease anxiety of consumers, in FY 2011 the Consumer Affairs Agency, along with the
National Consumer Affairs Center, established a system to lend radiation inspection
equipment to local governments so that consumers can perform radiation inspections of foods
by themselves and that their safety and security could be enhanced.
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Chapter 3 Local consumer administration at the consumer
“frontline”
Section 1 Today's local consumer administration (1)
Establishment of consumer affairs consultation offices
The number of Consumer Affairs Centers established by local governments
(prefectures, municipalities [including cities designated by ordinance], wide area
local public bodies, and partial affairs associations) is 721 as of April 1, 2012. The
number of local governments running consultation offices, including consumer
affairs consultation offices not designated as a Consumer Affairs Center, is 1,603
as of April 1, 2012 and has been on the rise.
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Section 1 Today's local consumer administration (2)
Consumer affairs consultants increased and so did the local
consumer administration budget since a rebound in FY 2009
The number of consumer affairs consultants hired by local governments has
increased, at 3,355 as of April 1, in 2012.
The local consumer administration budget had been on the decline for a long
time since FY 1995 but bottomed out at slightly above 10 billion yen in FY 2008
and has been increasing since then. In particular, the budget has showed a large
increase since FY 2009 mainly through the use of Local Consumer Administration
Vitalization Funds.
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Section 1 Today's local consumer administration (3)
Majority of consumer affairs consultants are part-time
employees, and 20% of local governments restrict contract
renewals with them
Regarding the employment status of consumer affairs consultants, full-time
employees account for 4.0% and part-timers 77.3% as of April 1, 2012.
The average daily pay for non-full-time consultants (for 7 work hours) is highest in
the wards of Tokyo, at 15,576 yen , and the nationwide average is 10,442 yen.
A survey on restrictions on the permissible number of contract renewals per
consultant revealed that 19.6% of local governments impose such restrictions,
suggesting that the so-called “non-renewal” problem exists in some areas. In
February 2011, the Consumer Affairs Agency sent to the prefectural governors
and the heads of all the municipalities a letter asking them to give consideration to
the improvement of expertise of consumer affairs consultants by taking such
measures as not restricting the number of contract renewals for part-time
consultants.
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Chapter 3 Local consumer administration at the consumer
“frontline”
Section 2 Cooperation with local governments (1)
Division dedicated to local cooperation established in
Consumer Affairs Agency, along with Consumer Hotline
The Consumer Affairs Agency was inaugurated on September 1, 2009.
Recognizing the importance of improving and enhancing local consumer
administration, it set up the “Local Cooperation Division” exclusively responsible
for cooperation with local governments on July 1, 2010, and developed a plan to
improve and enhance local consumer administration in February 2010.
Consumer facing problems may not realize that consultation services are
available or, even with the knowledge of such services, may not know where to
contact. The Consumer Affairs Agency launched the Consumer Hotline (0570-064370) program in January 2010, which provides a single-number that forwards a
consumer calling from anywhere in Japan to the nearest local consumer
consultation office.
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Section 2 Cooperation with local governments (2)
Formulation and effects of Local Consumer Administration
Vitalization Funds
To activate local consumer administration, every prefecture formulated a Local
Consumer Administration Vitalization Fund based on the local consumer
administration vitalization subsidy appropriated for from the FY 2008 second
supplementary budget.
A survey of the use and effects of the Funds show that the amount spent of the
total of 23.1 billion yen appropriated was approximately 4.3 billion yen in FY 2009,
about 7.0 billion yen in FY 2010, and about 6.9 billion yen in FY 2011. The Funds
helped to add 220 Consumer Affairs Centers, hire additional 555 consumer
affairs consultants, and increase pay for consultants at about 300 local
governments, all in three years from FY 2009. As a result, the number of
municipal governments with no Consumer Affairs Center reduced from 396
(22.4%) as of April 1, 2009 to 119 (6.9%) as of April 1, 2012.
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Summary
(Future tasks)
From the period of post-war confusion up until today, a variety of rules, regulations
and efforts to help consumers have been made. These reflect government policies
influenced by consumer opinions and movements formed in response to consumer
problems having emerged in the context of socioeconomic conditions of the time. In
2009, the Consumer Affairs Agency and the Consumer Commission were established,
and the government decided that a Minister of State for Consumer Affairs be always
in place. Under this new framework, information on consumer accidents is centrally
gathered by the Consumer Affairs Agency, which shares information and collaborates
with related organizations to take measures for preventing the recurrence and spread
of damage to consumers, as well as strictly enforces laws. The Agency should
continue to review the system and structure of consumer administration in response
the needs of the time in order to enhance the overall capacity of consumer
administration in areas such as the standardization of food labeling and the transfer
of the operation of the National Consumer Affairs Center to the national government.
The number of consumer affairs consultations offered at Consumer Affairs Centers
across the country has slightly declined recently but still remains high, at as high as
about 900,000 cases annually. In particular, consumer troubles, primarily involving
investment opportunities solicited through door-to-door sales and telemarketing, are
increasing year after year among senior citizens. The government needs to focus its
effort on the prevention of these problems.
The issue of consumer consultation is ever changing due to internationalization, wide
use of the Internet, and the development and the rapid spread of new products and
services. Malicious business schemes are advancing as well, with the emergence of
ones so sophisticated as to be called “theatrical” scams or as to be unnoticed by the
consumers being deceived. To quickly recognize these changes and swiftly take
action in response, the government needs to be committed and flexible.
As much as approximately 40% of consumers who have suffered damage have never
sought advice. More than half of these people said they did not seek advice because
they thought it would be of no use doing so. They just bore the losses silently, with no
redress obtained.
There are several reasons that made many victims give up on the idea of recovering
losses before consulting anybody. One of them would be the discrepancy in quantity
and quality of available information and in negotiating power between consumers and
companies, which can make it more difficult for consumers to seek redress for
damage by themselves. Another would be the victim's judgment that the effort and
money needed for seeking compensation would be unreasonably large compared
with the losses. Considering such circumstance, the government should introduce a
new litigation system that helps consumers effectively and collectively seek redress
for damages.
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Summary (continued)
Yet another factor may be consumers’ unimproved confidence in consumer administration as
an institution to rely on in the event of trouble. Those engaged in consumer administration
need to establish a track record (output) by making an all-out effort to implement specific
measures in relevant fields, such as ensuring consumer safety and appropriate
transactions/labeling, and communicate the effects (outcome) of implemented measures to
consumers in an easy-to-understand manner by such means as indicators developed to
quantify them.
The government will set up a new institution to examine the cause of consumer accidents
that threatened consumers’ life or health and strengthen measures against malicious
business operators, including those that force consumers to sell precious metals and that
deceive consumers with sophisticated investment schemes slipping through legal loopholes.
To make these revisions to existing systems more effective, the enforcement structure
supporting them also needs to be reinforced.
To ease damage and confusion after the Great East Japan Earthquake, the government has
implemented numerous consumer administration measures, including providing information
and assisting local governments in affected areas. Consumer administration should make
effective contribution to the faster accomplishment of post-disaster reconstruction through
activities such as promoting risk communication concerning food and radiation.
Consumer problems occur at the local level. The damage of consumers cannot be remedied
without improving and enhancing local consumer administration in the frontline of consumer
activities. The national government should make the utmost effort, such as securing
necessary funds, to assist local governments committed to regional consumer administration
and support municipal-level programs.
(Toward a society where consumers play the leading role)
Household consumption accounts for approximately 60% of the Japanese economy, showing
that consumers have a large impact on the economy and society. It is crucial for consumers
to gather necessary information and think for themselves to become smart consumers who
will not become victims of fraud.
In this regard, consumer organizations are expected to play an active role, such as providing
necessary information, waging awareness and educational campaigns, or engaging in
activities to prevent consumer fraud and save victims. The government should systematically
and comprehensively promote consumer education under the new framework.
Consumers are not merely the recipient of goods and services. The Consumer Citizenship
Society is a society where consumption behavior that considers the impact on the
environment, society and the economy leads to the fair and sustainable development of the
society, even in the face of a mountain of consumption-related problems, including the global
environment, energy and natural resources. Consumers are expected to transform
themselves into the creators of a sustainable society and economy from an entity that is
carried away with the trend of mass production, mass consumption and mass disposal. This
is the exact vision that a consumer-led society should pursue.
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